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PT-1136 COMPUTER SERVO TENSILE TESTING MACHINE

PT-1136 Computer servo pull - pressure testing machine is mainly used for metal,
nonmetal and composite materials and products of tensile, compression, bending,
shear, methods such as mechanical property test, at the same time, according to GB,
ISO, JIS, ASTM, DIN, and users with a variety of standard test and data
processing.Widely used in aerospace, machinery manufacturing, wire and cable,
rubber, plastic, textile, building materials, home appliances and other industries of
material inspection, scientific research institutes, universities and colleges, industrial
and mining enterprises, technical supervision, commodity inspection, arbitration
and other departments of the ideal test equipment

The up and low double

working areas
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Features:

 Structure of the machine adopts the advanced treatment of the
lacquer that bake hard aluminum extrusions, the built-in high
precision, no clearance double ball screw and double guide pin guide
and improve the efficiency of load and structural rigidity.The whole
digital ac servo system is adopted to ensure high transmission
efficiency, smooth transmission, low noise and speed accuracy.

 Telescopic dust curtain of imported PVC material, durable,
high-grade appearance;

 Imported high-precision sensor, the effective measurement range
0.5% ~ 100% F.S, comprehensive accuracy better than 0.085%

 Combination resolution encoder measuring specimen deformation;

 Aluminum profile provide senior pensu processing, elegant
appearance;

 Company specialized software, can complete all test parameters
setting, working state control, data acquisition and processing
analysis, result display and print output;

 Business computer control, convenient and flexible for
configuration;Professional measurement and control procedures, 32
high-speed data acquisition;Can output various data forms and
curves;
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Software：

1. Windows work platform, parameters are set all points, operation is

simple；

2. Single screen operation, do not need to switch

3. Simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese and English,three languges
switchover option；

4. The test form model can be self-organized；

5. Test data can be called directly in the main screen；

6. Multiple measurement units, metric system can switch

7. Data comparison of multiple curves can be performed
simultaneously；

8. Auto Return

9. Automatic correction

10. Customized test methods；

11. Experimental data analysis

12. Automatic magnification to achieve the most appropriate size

13. Can do test of tensile, anti-pressure, bending, stripping, holding,
pressing and fatigue；

Main Tecnical Parameters ：
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Model PT-1136

Capacity Option 500、1000、2000、5000kg choose one

Measurement

and Control

Software

Windows Professional Sofeware

Measurement

Accuracy

Better than ±0.5%（GB/T 16491-2008）

Force Resolution 1/100，000

Effective Range

of Measurement

0.5~100%F.S

Deformation

Display Accuracy

Better than ±0.1%

Test Speed 0.5～300mm/min，free set

Max Test Stroke Max 1000mm，include gripper

Effective Test

Space

Frongt Back ∝，Right left 400mm

Unit Switch A variety of measurement units including international units

Stop Method Upper and lower limit safety setting, emergency stop button,

program strength and elongation setting, test piece failure

Special Function The holding, holding and fatigue testing can be done

Standard

Configuration

Standard fixture 1 set, software and data line 1 sets, 1 sets of

equipment power supply, CD 1 CD-ROM operating instructions,

product certification 1 copies, 1 copies of product warranty card

Choose Purchase

Configuration

usiness computer 1 set, color printer 1 set 、 PT-211 Two point

extension clamp, various test fixture

Machine Size About 76×50×175cm(W×D×H)

Machine Weight About 350kg

Motor PANASONIC AC Servo Motor

Power 1PH，AC220V，50/60Hz，10A or specified
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Professional test software conforms to GB228-87, GB228-2002 ...more

than 30 countries’sstandard regulations, at the same time, according to

GB, ISO, JIS, ASTM, DIN, and provide a variety of standard test and

data processing, and has good extensibility.

、

The various test methods are one-click
option without professional editing.
Humanization, avoid computer software
design, make the customer experience
free.

Multil Languages one-click conversion

Word、excel、PDF ,Multiple

formats arbitrary output and

print
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